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Shepherds Run | A Sanctuary of Wine
and Nature in South Kingston
Where Fine Wines Meet Majestic Landscapes: Experience the
Tranquility and Taste of Rhode Island's Countryside

By Shorelines Illustrated  -

Just a quick turn off Post Road in South Kingston, RI lays the serene

landscapes  of  Shepherds  Run.  This  unique  venue,  a  relatively  new

addition to the area’s rich tapestry of attractions, offers a one-of-a-kind

experience for visitors and locals alike. Whether you’re a connoisseur of

�ne wines,  a  lover  of  the  outdoors,  or  simply  in  search  of  a  tranquil

escape, Shepherds Run promises an adventure that is both enriching and

unforgettable.
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• SHEPHERDS RUN | SOUTH KINGSTON, RI •

beauty & sustainability
At the heart  of Shepherds Run is a philosophy that marries aesthetic

beauty with environmental responsibility. The property, spanning several

acres of  lush landscapes,  is  not  only  a feast  for  the eyes but  also a

testament  to  sustainable  practices  in  land use and design.  From the

vineyards that stretch across the rolling hills to the architectural marvels

that  house  the  tasting  rooms  and  event  spaces,  every  element  of



Shepherds Run has been thoughtfully crafted to respect and enhance the

natural surroundings.

• SHEPHERDS RUN | SOUTH KINGSTON, RI •

a oenophile's paradise
The wine experience at Shepherds Run is nothing short of exceptional.

With  a  focus  on  service  high-quality,  small-batch  local  wines,  the

vineyard  has  quickly  garnered  acclaim  for  its  distinctive  �avors  and



innovative  blends.  Visitors  can indulge in  tastings that  showcase the

depth and diversity of the vineyard’s offerings, guided by knowledgeable

staff who share insights into the winemaking process and the unique

characteristics  of  each  vintage.  The  tasting  room,  a  masterpiece  of

design,  offers  panoramic  views  of  the  estate,  creating  the  perfect

backdrop for savoring each sip.

• SHEPHERDS RUN | SOUTH KINGSTON, RI •

behind the vine



But Shepherds Run is more than just a vineyard. It’s a destination that

invites  exploration  and  engagement.  The  property  hosts  a  variety  of

events  throughout  the  year,  from  live  music  performances  and  art

exhibitions  to  culinary  workshops  and  outdoor  yoga  sessions.  These

gatherings not only celebrate the bounty of the vineyard but also bring

together the community and visitors in a shared appreciation of culture,

creativity, and connection.



• SHEPHERDS RUN | SOUTH KINGSTON, RI •

nibbles & bites
Complementing the wine experience is the culinary aspect of Shepherds

Run.  Dive into their  extensive menu featuring a  selection of  cheeses,

charcuterie,  dips,  and  various  accompaniments,  perfectly  curated  to

enhance your wine tasting experience. While they welcome outside food,

it’s exclusively for enjoyment at the picnic tables on their lush back lawn.

Simply let the host know, and you’ll be guided to a spot where you can

feast in the open air. 



Whether you’re drawn by the allure of the vineyard,  the artistry of the

cuisine,  or  the  charm of  the  natural  setting,  Shepherds  Run in  South

Kingston, RI, welcomes you to a world where beauty, taste, and harmony

converge.
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